
Setting Up New Brickmold

For Fenestratio to correctly calculate the size of the brickmold, or the size of the frame based on the 
brickmold size we need to enter the cut size of the brickmold and an inset for the brickmold option. For
all following steps we will only use the width to get all the information reqiuired. 

Renovation Brickmold  / Brickmold with No Nailing Fin (Cut with no nailing fin)
1. Frame Measurement

Measure the widest point on the frame

2. Brickmold Measurement

Measure the width of the assembled brickold

The “Inset” is the difference between the Brickmold Measurement and the Frame Measurement.
Inset = Brickmold Measurement – Frame Measurement
The cut sizes in this case will be the desired measure (frame width or height) + the company weld 
allowance + the same value we calculated for the “Inset” since 
eg. Width cut size =  Frame Width + Weld allowance + Inset
      Height cut size =  Frame Height + Weld allowance + Inset



Brickmold With Nailing Fin (Cut with nailing fin)
1. Frame Measurement

 Measure the widest point on the frame

2. Brickmold Measurement

Measure the width of the assembled brickmold to the edges of it's face.



3. Fin Measurement

Measure from edge to edge of the nailing fin

The “Inset” is the difference between the Brickmold Measurement and the Frame Measurement.
Inset = Brickmold Measurement – Frame Measurement

The “Fin Difference” is the difference between the Fin Measurement and Frame Measurement.
"Fin Difference = Fin Measurement – Frame Measurement

Since the brickmold is cut with nailing fin on the cut sizes in this case will be the desired measure 
(frame width or height) + the company weld allowance + fin difference

eg. Width cut size =  Frame Width + Weld allowance + Fin Difference
      Height cut size =  Frame Height + Weld allowance + Fin Difference


